Writers I Have Known
by Norman Cousins

T

he vignettes of literary personalities that follow are previewed
from a forthcoming book by
Norman Cousins. The book, entitled
Human Options (W. W. Norton), is a
collection of the author's views and
observations over the course of his 35
years as editor o/'Saturday Review.
WHO WAS HEMINGWAY'S GOD? HE

said his god painted wonderful pictures, wrote some fine books, fought
Napoleon's rearguard actions in the
retreat from Moscow, battled on both
sides in the American Civil War, did
away with Yellow Fever, taught
Picasso how to draw and Jim Thorpe
how to play football and Walter Johnson how to pitch (the ball was as small
as a marble when it crossed the plate,
and it would kill you if it hit you, but the
Big Train never dusted anyone off,
ever), sired Citation, and killed George
Armstrong Custer. What did Hemingway think about Scott Fitzgerald's god?
Clearly monotheistic. Hemingway said
he was convinced that Scott's god was
Irving Thalberg, the movie tycoon.

People spoke about his pugnaciousness, his worship of bullfighters and
prizefighters, his fondness for rifles
and big game—all of them were real
enough but they were not the larger
part. The larger part was his ability to
see beneath surfaces and to enable others to do the same; his sensitivity to
irony and paradox; his belief in the
innate heroism of people or, at least, in
their need for it. He was a lover not just
of life but of language. He was an atrocious speller and had trouble with
grammar, but he knew how to put
words together so that they laid claim
on the creative imagination.
For all his literary honors, Hemingway was never sure of himself as a
writer. He was miserable when he heard
F. Scott Fitzgerald being praised. He
liked to think of himself as Fitzgerald's
mentor but for whom Scott's talents
might never have fully matured. When
he talked about Fitzgerald, it was
always "Poor Scotty" this or "Poor
Scotty" that. He tormented Mary with
his worries over financial insecurity
even when his lawyer persisted in telling
him his royalties guaranteed him lasting financial independence. These wor-

ries never left him. Yet he was one of the
three or four greatest writers—in any
language—of his time. And a great writer, whatever his own inner agonies, is a
prime resource of the human race. To
enable people to live outside themselves
is a gift beyond comparison.
WILLIAM FAULKNER DID MORE THAN

to provide a literary portrait of a segment of the American South. He gave
the South voice, pride, and spiritual
nourishment, though many of the characters he brought to life in his novels
were not distinguished for their spiritual dimensions. He was probably the
greatest writer of his era and his growing recognition came at just the right
time for a South that was seeking full
restoration. He abhorred grandiosity.
When he came to New York to revise
his manuscripts and galley proofs, he
would hole up in a little cubicle on the
attic floor of the old 52nd Street mansion that went by the name of Random
House. When I visited him in this New
York setting he seemed strikingly out of
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place. Just outside his window were not
magnolias but mammon and megalopolis. His voice was soft and tentative
against the sharp, harsh sounds of the
city. Physically, he was small to the
point of seeming diminutive. He infused his writing with subtle gradations
of color and textures that made much
of his work elusive, almost surrealistic,
at times. No one better exemplified
Emily Dickinson's advice, "Tell it
slant."
He was supposed to be difficult to
understand but the awareness and
appreciation of him grew year by year.
Outside the United States, literary critics who seemed uncertain about him for
many years came to regard him as the
finest American writer of his time.
What made this evaluation all the more
striking was that their earlier judgment
favored Hemingway, of whom Faulkner in many ways was the quintessential
opposite. The juxtaposition, whether
of style or person, couldn't have been
more striking. The bullfight arena versus the soft-scented Southern garden.
The long stride versus the quiet, short
steps. The open brawl versus the smoldering hurt. Dynamite versus lace. The
world's critics were perplexed by the
differences but it told them a great deal
about a society that could produce both
authors.
SINCLAIR LEWIS: TALL, SKINNY.

angular. When he bent forward to scrutinize you, he had the aspect of a praying mantis on his hind legs. He won all
the accolades the critics and the prizegivers, including the Nobel jury, had to
offer. He had everything as a writer
except sustaining power. The ultimate
jury—people who buy and read books—
never really fell in love
with him. They

•«2*1 Steinbii^

bought his new stories but had no passion to read them a second time. Why?
His characters were sharply drawn, and
often they had a point to make but most
of them seemed too flimsy to be totally
convincing; they seemed to reflect an
incomplete, grudging notion of what
the human species in America was
really like. However pointed his descriptions, the total picture seemed
somewhat out of focus. For writers to
be truly great, their books must be
rediscovered, reread, speak to an eternal and universal quality in the race.
Perhaps his time will come again. As for
now, his time is yesterday.
THE BOOK. PUBLIC AS A WHOLE HAD

the erroneous impression that John
Steinbeck was aloof and even diffident,
but he loved good company, just so
long as it was not too large, loved to
travel and to meet with fellow writers in
different parts of the world. I found him
genuinely shy, extremely reluctant to
get into public debate but deeply concerned and even agitated over public
issues. He was hesitant to talk about his
own books. First and foremost, he was
a masterful storyteller and a creator of
character.
Critics have debated whether Steinbeck or Dos Passos was the great
American Depression novelist. The
argument is pointless. Each described a
different segment of America. Steinbeck's canvas was open country—
California and the American Southwest. Dos Passos wrote mostly about
intellectuals or pseudo-intellectuals in
the working-class life in the Eastern big
cities. Steinbeck's people were nonideological types—oddballs, human
rejects, wayfarers, hangers-on, many of
them; but they were warm and real and
were caught up in situations that

baffled but excited the imagination.
They were all part of an America that
never lost its youth or friendliness or
frailty.
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN WAS TOTALLY

without ambiguity or circumspection.
He never hesitated to make unequivocal
alliances—with causes or human
beings. He was deeply caught up in the
main currents of his time. He was endlessly creative, instincfively friendly
and trusting. He believed in children,
sunny mornings, love at first sight,
happy surprises, good humor, good
deeds, golden wheatfields,and flaming
sunsets. He had no interest in the cheap
sex and casual violence that were the
thematic staples of some of his contemporaries. He unabashedly extolled the
essential decency of people and never
got tired of lyricizing their capacity to
extricate themselves from absurd and
painful situations.
For a long time—especially during
the first two decades of his career—the
drama critics flayed him because they
thought him too sentimental, too
addicted to what they regarded as
implausible triumphs over bleak realities. Eventually, however, almost all of
them came to sing his praises along with
his songs. Even the toughest of them
had to admit they felt better about
belonging to the human species after
spending an evening with Rodgers and
Hammerstein.
REX STOUT HAD A WIDE CIRCLE

of friends. He teased them unmercifully, gave them a rough time in political discussions, loved them all with
openness and ebullience. If I argued
with him about politics, I could almost
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feel the thunder build up inside him.
When it reached a point where it could
no longer be contained, out would
come, "The hell you say!" If there were
hills around, the sound would boom
and echo through the valleys. And then
he would suddenly turn soft and grin
and suggest a game of chess.
Like many other artists, he was a
fascinating assortment of contrasts. He
was a banker turned mystery-story writer, an expert on fine wines and foods
who was one of the most passionate
anti-Nazis of his time, a lover of games
who was among the leaders of the world
government movement. In any company, his voice was the most resonant,
especially if the subject was human freedom. No mystery-story writer was
more ingenious in polishing off people
in his tales—or more adept at involving
them in absurd situations. But he was a
family man first and foremost and
delighted in the placid country life.

baseball scores of the daily press. So we
buried our heads in the living past
rather than the dying present."
Critics no longer put down the
Durants on the ground of inadequate
scholarship. On the contrary: The
Durants are hailed because they have
introduced large numbers of readers to
the historical procession. They have
been more attracted to history's
pageantry, perhaps, than to its imponderables, but they have not detached
themselves from the search for meaning. They have made important connections between people and events not
merely within each era but in the long
perspective of history. Whether they
were writing about philosophy or civilization, they were always aware that
history's effects are felt far beyond the
casual arena. They made no pretense of
being definitive; they regarded themselves rather as synthesizers. As such,
they belong to a rare breed.

ONCE, AT A DODGER BASEBALL GAME

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD WAS AS TALL

in Los Angeles, I asked Will Durant if
he was 94 or 95. "Ninety-four," he shot
back. "You don't think I'd be doing
anything as foolish as this if I were 95,
do you? I'd be home working." Few
worked harder at writing than he did.
With his wife, Ariel, he produced a vast
opus on the history of civilization. Ariel
described the quintessence of her husband's approach to history when she
said, "Will often talked of historical
figures as more real than the vanishing
figures and events of the day. Luther,
Erasmus, Calvin, Henry VIII, Gutenberg, Rabelais, and Copernicus were
more vital, more lasting in their influence, than the politics, prizefights,
murders, fashions, market reports, and

and trim as a poplar and as gentle as a
soft breeze. He had been brought up—
as had most history-conscious young
men of his generation—with the notion
that the way to avert war was to spurn it.
He was awakened by the Hitlerian realities. He put his dramatic skills to work
in helping to define the issues for his
fellow Americans. He had a highly
developed sense of history; he was
mindful of present dangers but was also
captured by the vision of a world congenial to the quest for human perfectibility.
As a playwright, he never trifled with
people's hopes. He gave them good
reason for believing in themselves.
Sherwood was one of the first writers to
perceive that the

28
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consequences of events in Europe in the
late Thirties extended to the whole of
the human race. He knew that the
Second World War was a crucible for
the future. If his thinking about America's role in world affairs changed from
what it had been in the early years
following the First World War, it was
largely because he realized that the
whole of humanity was involved.
BUCK.Y

FULLER

VERY

EARLY

discovered the secret of perpetual curiosity and spent the rest of his life trying
to give the secret away. Of all his attributes, none is more compelling than his
ability to transmit to others his love for
the cosmos and everything that went
with it. The goodwill that radiates from
him, his enthusiasm for new directions
and new options, his capacity for liberating the human imagination from
earthbound concepts and for propelling human beings into a new relationship with the universe—all this lights up
the minds of his friends, auditors, and
readers.
The affection of students for Bucky
Fuller offers the strongest possible evidence that young people are responsive
to the values that give affirmative
energy to a society. People listen to him
for hours even though they might not
understand very much of what he is
saying. What they did understand
through him, however, is that the main
end of science is not to answer questions
but to generate new ones; not to relieve
curiosity but to enlarge it and ignite it;
not to build better machines but to
enable people to know how to run them
and control them. I have known very
few people who came away from listening to Bucky who did not feel they had
been under a starlit sky.
•
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The Bell System is giving
American orchestras a hand.

The Bell System
American Orchestras on
Tour program is taking
30 major symphony
orchestras to over 240
cities across the United
States.
It's our way of helping
orchestras reach places
and people they might
not have reached before
- n o t merely an extension of our business, but
a part of it.
Simply put, communication is much more
than phone calls. It's
anything that can stir
a person's heart.
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GREAT PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

At Home
in a Museum
by Henry Percy

D

avid and Carmen Kreeger's house as "Mediterranean modern" or
art collection enjoys the singu- "contemporary Moorish," designalar honor of having had a house tions suggested by the open feeling of
custom-built for it. Feeling pinched for wide-spaced marble columns, and the
space as their collection continued to Spanish look of the vaulted, domed
expand, the Kreegers commissioned ceilings. The most striking characterisPhilip Johnson in the early Sixties to tic of the house is its mathematical
build them new quarters. Johnson was precision—all built around a basic unit,
in top form, designing for six Washing- or module, defined by columns spaced
ton acres of Kreeger land what 22 feet apart and marble beams that
amounts to, in scope and conception, a cross at a height of 11 feet. Every shape,
private museum, reminiscent of the every room, is some multiple or fracarchitect's public steel, glass, and mar- tion of this basic unit. The "great hall"
ble creations. Johnson originally that forms the spine of the house is two
balked at the idea of designing a private units in height (22feet) under the domes
dwelling, telling Kreeger, "There are and three units in length (66 feet); the
easier ways to go crazy." But Johnson, swimming pool outside measures 22 by
who is himself the owner of a renowned 66 feet, mirroring the hall. The inner
collection of contemporary art, soon portion of the sculpture garden imitates
became intrigued by the project of tai- the two-by-one modular form of the
loring a structure to house the paintings dining room. The consistent repetition
of fellow collectors.
of that basic pattern, Kreeger feels,
David Kreeger says he found it excit- "gives the house a certain serenity, a
ing working with Johnson, despite ten- certain balance."
The decor of the house is a chaste
sions that he describes as natural
between an architect and owners trying composition of three elements—
to impress their personality on a house. travertine marble for the columns and
When the disagreements were aesthetic, cross beams; anodized aluminum
Johnson always won out; when it came (which Johnson prefers to bronze
down to practical matters, however, the because aluminum doesn't weather) for
owners necessarily had their way. Car- trim; and more teak than in all of Newmen Kreeger, for instance, insisted on port Harbor for floors, closets, and
having adequate closet space—not in interior doors. The Kreegers, who love
the original plan. Nor was Johnson the outdoors, specified that every room
pleased at first with Carmen Kreeger's have at least one wall completely of
choice of furniture. He had envisioned glass. This was conceived, of course, in
contemporary steel and leather—in- the early Sixties when energy was
stead. Carmen filled the house with cheap; Kreeger describes the h ouse now
colorful period pieces. Her feminine in- as a "monster to heat."
stinct was right; the elegant 18th-cenJohnson had the idea of covering the
tury furniture provides a pleasant walls with carpeting. This has two
contrast to the unrelieved modernity advantages—it doesn't show nail holes
of the architecture.
and it minimizes the ghosting of absent
Johnson describes the style of the pictures. Thus when the Kreegers lend
30
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paintings out to exhibitions, as they
often do, they aren't left with the melancholy shadow of their beloved art on the
walls. And as all museums are becoming increasingly sensitive to the harmful
effects of light, so too the Kreegers.
They have coated the glass flanks of
their dwelling with UV-10, a film that
absorbs 90 percent of the destructive
ultraviolet light. The drawings, which
are even more susceptible to the ravages
of light—even artificial light can bleed
their color in a matter of years—are
kept secluded by the Kreegers in a darkened, windowless hallway leading to
their private quarters.
All in all, the Kreeger residence is the
ideal environment for their extensive
collection of approximately 150 paintings and 50 sculptures. Beginning in the
mid-19th century, it extends to up-tothe-minute contemporary paintings,
with works by Corot, Courbet, Monet,
Sisley, Cezanne, Pissarro, van Gogh,
Gauguin, Renoir, Bonnard, Degas,
Rodin, Miro, Mondrian, Picasso,
Braque, Brancusi, Moore, Lipchitz,
Dubuffet, Calder, Arp, Noguchi, Hofmann, Diebenkorn, Stella, Noland,
Still—this is only a partial listing; a full
one would read like a catalogue of every
maj or artist of the last 150 years. (Complementing their modern sculpture are
33 pieces of African art bought from
the late Helena Rubinstein's estate.)
Intriguingly, some of the artists are
represented by lesser known, early
works painted while the artists were
searching for their mature style. David
Kreeger points out that in an early
Mondrian, "Dying Sunflower," the
beautiful veils of color anticipate Helen
Frankenthaler and Morris Louis.
"Cafe de la Rotonde," painted by
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